
 

 

 

Protocol Insight® UniPro Test Executive™ 

 
Conformance Test and MIPI Alliance Product Registry Program 

 
Methods of Implementation 

 

 

The Protocol Insight UNI16COMP Test Executive provides complete protocol debug and analysis 

of UniPro devices, including Conformance Test (CTS) mode, Trace Validation™ (TV) mode, 

Stimulus mode, stress testing, and custom test creation and execution. 

 

Test Executive’s CTS mode is used in this MOI to execute the MIPI UniPro Conformance Test Suite 

v1.0. CTS mode uses the Keysight Technologies U4431A packet generator to execute a range of 

CTS test cases, and analyzes the results using the intelligent Trace Validation engine. 

Conformance of MIPI UniPro v1.61 is verified to the UniPro Conformance Test Suite (CTS) v1.0 

dated October 2, 2015. 

 

CTS mode: 

 Automatically sets up the analyzer, generator and DUT for each test 

 Allows auto-configuration and reconfiguration of power modes and link widths during 
the testing process 

 Allows users to select and run individual or multiple CTS tests 

 Provides detailed information for each test that has been run 

 Allows creation of custom test cases to test the thresholds at which marginal or critical 
warnings appear 

 Creates a printable PDF report and CSV export file of the tests that have been run 
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Required Test Instrumentation 
1. Keysight Technologies U4431A MIPI M-PHY Protocol Analyzer, minimum system: 

Note: not all PC have BIOSs can handle the enumeration of the Keysight AXIe chassis. If an off-the-shelf PC is used, 
Keysight has a list of laptops and PCs that are known to be compatible with the AXIe chassis at 
http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/5990-7632EN.pdf?id=2023354 

Required Software and Firmware 
1. Windows 7 64 bit operating system with 12GB RAM 
2. Protocol Insight UFS20COMP UFS Test Executive version 1.0 or later 
3. Keysight technologies U4431A application software version 6.1 or later 
4. Keysight Technologies U4431A option 613 Command Line Packet Generator (CLPG).  

Go to http://www.protocolinsight.com/sw-compatibility/ for information on compatible SW/FW 
versions. Contact your local Keysight FE or AE to obtain the latest compatible SW and FW. 

5. For information on  how to install and configure Keysight AXIe based Logic Analysis and Protocol 

Test contact your local FE or AE, or refer to this installation guide: 

http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/U4000-97000.pdf?id =2169537 

System Setup and Operation 
See REQUIRED TEST INSTRUMENTATION for information on the equipment configuration for CTS mode. 

Module  

U4431A Protocol test module, MIPI M-PHY, Gear 1, one lane, 1 GB memory  

U4431A-412 Increase to 2-lane MIPI M-PHY (note: four lanes recommended) 

U4431A-514 Increase data rate to Gear 3  

U4431A-613 Command Line Packet Generator 

U4431A-712 MIPI M-PHY Universal Flash Storage (UFS) plus UniPro  

U4432A SMA cable, MIPI M-PHY, 21 leads/6 Gbps 

  

System  

M9502A Two Slot AXIe Chassis 
With PCIe Connection for Host PC, Cascading Capabilities, External Trigger 
In/Out, External Clock In/Out 

M9536A AXIe Embedded Controller PC 
Quad Core, 2.13 GHz , 160+ GB SSD Hyper Threading Technology 

Optional - pick one PC 

NA Off-the-shelf laptop PC with ExpressCard slot Optional - pick one PC 

M9045A     ExpressCard (Laptop) Adaptor      Required if laptop is chosen 

Y1200A     PCIe x1 to x8 Cable (2m length) for laptop     Required if laptop is chosen 

NA Off-the-shelf desktop PC Optional - pick one PC 

M9048A     PCIe Desktop Adaptor, Gen2, x8     Required if desktop is chosen 

Y1202A     PCIe Cable x8 (2m length) for desktop     Required if desktop is chosen 

http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/5990-7632EN.pdf?id=2023354
http://www.protocolinsight.com/sw-compatibility/
http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/U4000-97000.pdf?id%09=2169537


 

Configuration for CTS mode 

Step 1: Configure hardware 
1. Connect the Tx and Rx signals from customer DUT to 

Keysight U4432A SMA cable 

2. Connect the U4432A SMA cable to Pod 1 of the 

Keysight U4431A 

3. In Pod 2  install the loopback board  

4. Connect the DUT reset cable to the trigger out port of 

the U4431A (not the ESM) (if available) 

5. Set up the Keysight Analyzer Software. See APPENDIX 

B: CONFIGURING THE KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES U4431A 

GUI FOR CTS MODE 

Step 2: Connect to analyzer 
1. In Test Executive click the Connect button on the tool bar. Test Executive will attempt to connect 

to the Keysight analyzer software. 

2. If the connection is successful the status will indicate yellow, and if the analyzer is online and 

connected to a protocol analyzer module in the chassis the status will display green.  If Test 

Executive is not successful connecting to the analyzer software the status will be red. 

Step 3: Connect to DUT 
For CTS and Stimulus modes connection to the DUT is required by initiating the UniPro Link Startup 

Sequence: 

1. In the CTS or Stimulus Configuration window load the device-specific UniPro TCl script by browsing 

the “Custom UniPro Script” field. 

2. Configure device parameters for your device. 

3. Press the “Online” button in the CTS or Stimulus Configuration window to boot the device to 

UniPro. 

Note: Pressing the “Online” button will not run the “Custom UniPro Script” it will only initiate 

the LSS. Each time the Run button is pressed a “Reboot Device” is performed which will initiate 

a LSS followed by executing the “Custom UniPro Script”. If the “Initiate Reboot Device Every 

Run” box is unchecked the “Reboot Device” will not be executed every run, in this case it is 

recommended the user issues a “Reboot Device” command once before testing starts. 

Figure 1: Typical Setup 



 

Step 4: Configure Tests 

Configure Device Control and Status 

 Status: displays the current configuration of the DUT. 

Control - Online/Offline buttons: Clicking Online connects to the analyzer 

application and module, and initiates a UniPro Link Startup Sequence to boot 

the DUT. 

Control - Reboot Device: Initiates a UniPro Link Startup Sequence then sends 

the UniPro script selected in the Custom UniPro Script field to the device 

under test. 

Custom UniPro Script: load user supplied UniPro boot script from this 

location. 

Analyzer module#: is used to specify the slot number in the Keysight chassis 

that the analyzer/generator blade is installed in. 

UniPro Setup: where the user supplies values specific to the device under 

test, and/or desired test criteria. 

Test Run Order 

Control the order in which tests are executed.  Run order is specified by Loop Order in Ascending, 

Descending, or Random Seed order.  See STEP 5: CONFIGURE STRESS TESTING for more information. 

Test Run Control 

Specify the number of test cycles of the test configuration to run. Test execution will stop after 

the specified number of full test loops (outer loops on Test Run Control) or No Result Test Cases 

have occurred. See STEP 6: CONFIGURE RUN CONTROL for more information. 

Traffic Class 

Configure the Traffic Classes to be tested.  Currently limited to TC0 as defined by the capabilities 

of the U4431A. 

Speed 

Configure the speeds to be tested.  All UniPro speeds up to HS-G3 are supported within the 

capabilities of the U4431A. 

Link Width 

Configure the link widths to be tested. All UniPro widths up to x4 are supported. 

CTS Tests 

1. Select the CTS test cases to be executed. 

2. Select which Speeds and Link Widths to test  

Step 5: Configure Stress Testing (optional) 
1. Test Run Order controls the order in which tests are executed. 

a. Loop Order: loop order specifies the nested order of test execution.  Tests will be run 

from the bottom up, with all tests in each loop executed before the next higher loop is 



 

begun. So if the Loop Order is Speeds, Link Widths, Tests then all Tests will be completed 

for a Link Width before being executed for the next Link Width, etc. The loop order can 

be adjusted by dragging categories up or down in the Loop Order box. 

b. Ascending, Descending, Random Seed: this specifies which order the tests are executed 

within the Loop. If Random Seed is selected a value can be entered to generate a random 

but reproducible test order based on the seed value. 

Step 6: Configure Run Control (optional) 
Test Run Control specifies the number of iterations of the test configuration to run, dictated by Test Run 

Order. Test execution will stop after the specified Number of Loops (outer loops on Test Run Control) or 

No Result Test Cases have occurred. 

The user can specify the number of test configuration loops to run OR the number of No Result Test Cases 

to allow before terminating the test run. When Number of No Result Test Cases field is blank or 0, tests 

are run for the given number of loops. If values are provided for both conditions, then tests are run until 

any ONE of the conditions is met. 

Step 7: Run the configured tests 
Select the CTS Run mode and press the Run button to run the configured tests, and watch the Trace 

Validation Results window fill with Pass, Fail, Warning, Info or Debug results. See APPENDIX A: CONFIGURING 

THE PROTOCOL INSIGHT UNIPRO TEST EXECUTIVE GUI FOR CTS TEST MODE for more details. 

  



 

Interpreting Trace Validation Results 
The Trace Validation engine performs protocol sequence and packet inspection with five possible status 

results for each rule check displayed in the Trace Validation Results window: 

Failure 

Any protocol sequence or packet that does not meet a rule specified in MIPI UniPro v1.0 CTS or 

as defined in a custom test case 

Warning 

Any protocol sequence or packet that does not conform to a “shall” specified in MIPI UniPro v1.6 

spec or as defined in a custom test case 

Pass 

Any protocol sequence or packet that conforms to both UniPro 1.6 and UniPro CTS 1.0 

Info 

For those protocol sequences or packets not inspected, the reason no evaluation was done 

Debug             (TV mode only) 

Provides information on state machine execution of an inspection rule in Trace Validation mode: 

 Indicates an Action was executed. This could be a Log Message Action, Counter Action, or 
a Set or Modify Variable Action run by either a State or an Event. 

 Indicates that an Event fired and triggered a transition to a new State. Events fire when 
all their Validators are true.  

 Indicates that the Trace Validation engine transitioned into a new State. 

 Indicates that a Validator was tested and the result was true.  

 Indicates that a Validator was tested and the result was false. 
 

The results can be grouped, summed, sorted and filtered by various test parameters or packet 

characteristics.  See GROUP AND SUMMARIZE test results  and SORT AND FILTER test results for more 

information. 

Generating a CTS Pass/Fail Report 
Group and summarize the results in the Trace Validation Results window by dragging the Test column 

header into the Test Results field. This pass/fail test report, sorted by CTS test, can be output to either to 

a PDF file or a printer or to a CSV or XML file from the ReportsTrace Validation Results Menu.  



 

 

Figure 2: Example UniPro Pass/Fail Report 

Supplemental Analysis 

The Results windows 
The Trace Validation window allows extensive quantitative analysis 

of results data.  Results can be grouped and summarized, sorted, 

and filtered by any header columns Status, TestID, Test Name, or 

Rule. 

The Statistics window 
The results in the Trace Validation Statistics window represent a 

traffic summary view of the number of instances of occurrence of 

events in the trace. The Statistics window offers similar grouping 

and summarizing, sorting, and filtering capabilities by Test, 

Variable, Attribute or Value.  

Group and Summarize test results 
To group and summarize, click on any column header and drag into the Test Results field. This will 

summarize the results with an item count of occurrences.  Multiple column headers can be dragged into 

the Test Results field (1) to create tiered groupings for analysis: 



 

 

Figure 3: Grouping and Summarizing 

The item count represents the number of items in the grouping below, so in this example (2) “Test Name: 

UniPro: Power Mode Change” counted 4 items, representing 4 different test results. This item count 

summing function can be manipulated with a high degree of flexibility by reordering the groupings to 

count different items in addition to tests, such as number of Failures (Status) or Rules. 

Summary Status flag: for any grouping of results the summary status flag represents the worst case result 

of the grouping (3).  In this example, 4 results were determined for “Test Name: UniPro: Power Mode 

Change”, and the worst result was a Failure so “Test Name: UniPro: Power Mode Change” is marked as 

Failure. 

Sort and Filter test results 
Any column header can be clicked to filter out results or to sort results by that column: 



 

 

Figure 4: Sorting and Filtering 

Analysis Reports 
Results Summary, Packet List and Statistics reports can be created by configuring the appropriate window 

and then printing it from the Reports Menu 

ReportsTrace Validation Results 
ReportsTrace Validation Statistics 
ReportsStimulus Results 

Summary reports can be created by configuring the Results/Statistics window (grouping, summarizing, 

sorting, filtering and expanding levels) and then printing it from this menu. This menu will reproduce 

exactly what is reflected in the Results/Statistics window either to a PDF file or a printer or to a CSV or 

XML file. 

ReportsPacket List 

A Packet List report can be generated from the Packet List window. Selecting All, Test or Test Plus prior to 

running the report will define which packets in the Packet List to include in the report. 

If All is selected, the Packet List report will include all packets in the trace. If Test is selected, the Packet 

List report will include all packets in the trace that are a part of the packet sequence of interest. If Test 

Plus is selected, the Packet List report will include all packets in the trace that are a part of the packet 

sequence of interest, plus the number of additional packets on either side of the sequence of interest as 

specified in the user-entered value field.  

This menu will reproduce exactly what is reflected in the Packet List window either to a PDF or printer or 

to a CSV or XML file. 

  



 

Appendix A: Configuring the Protocol Insight UniPro Test Executive GUI 

for CTS test mode 
UniPro Test Executive allows selection of multiple configuration and analysis windows. CTS mode (1) can 

be selected from the tool bar to display the windows necessary for setup, execution and analysis of CTS 

test cases: 

 

The tool bar can also be used for run control for both Test Executive and the Keysight analyzer. Test 

Executive run/stop (2) allows the user to choose which Test Executive configuration to run and then 

execute run or stop. 

Analyzer status/control (3) manages the connection to the Keysight analyzer, allows the user to run or 

stop the analyzer, and displays the status of the analyzer. Green = connected to the analyzer application 

and module, Yellow = connected to the analyzer application but not the module, and Red = not connected. 

The CTS display mode (1 above) positions a set of pre-defined windows for CTS testing: CTS Configuration, 

Trace Validation Results, Trace Validation Statistics, Packet List and Packet Decode windows. 

 

Figure 5: CTS mode window configuration 



 

All windows are dock-able inside or outside of the application framework, using standard docking 

paradigms.  Windows can be restored to the default mode configurations by selecting View->Restore 

Default Layout from the main menu. 

Appendix B: Configuring the Keysight Technologies U4431A GUI for CTS 

mode 
1. In U4431A software configure “Data Gen + Analyzer” on the Connection Setup tab. 
2. Choose “Both Sublinks” on the Connection Setup tab so both the TX and RX data is captured. 
3. Choose the correct Sublink Width for your Device.  

 
 

4. On the Analyzer Setup tab choose the correct rate series for your Device. 



 

 
 

5. In the Protocol Viewer remember to show All Channels, Direction A and B 

 
 

Appendix C: Theory of Operation 

CTS mode 
In CTS mode Test Executive controls the Keysight U4431A Command Line Packet Generator to initiate 

conformance test cases, then uses the Trace Validation engine to verify that the resulting protocol 

sequences and packets conform to the UniPro v1.0 CTS. This flow charts shows the operation of the Test 

Executive, where blue indicates Protocol Insight Test Executive functions and red indicates Keysight 

Technologies U4431A Analyzer/Generator functions: 



 

 

 

Figure 6: CTS mode Operation 

To locate the beginning of each test case on the bus, testing is initiated with a PACP_SET_req marker 

packet, followed by the packet(s) necessary to commence the test. The marker packet contains a value 

that uniquely identifies the test case: 

 The PACP_SET_req MIBattribute value identifies the author of the test case. The predefined 

ranges are listed below. 

 0xFFFF – Test case authored by Protocol Insight  
 0xFF00-0xFFFE – This range reserved  
 0xF000-0xFEFF – Range available range for customer defined test cases. 

 

 The MIBvalue identifies the specific test being executed:  

 Domain (8 bits) – Used to define a category of test case for the given owner. Existing Protocol 
Insight domains are: 
 01 - CTS specific test cases 
 02 - Power mode tests 

 Case ID (24 bits) – Identifies a specific test case within a given domain. Protocol Insight test 
cases follow a major, minor, revision style using 8 bits for each.  

For example, the CTS test case 1.1.4 Invalid Configuration Request written by Protocol Insight 

would have a complete ID of 0x01010104. 



 

Intelligent Trace Validation engine 
The Trace Validation engine is the underlying protocol sequence and 

packet rule checker for UniPro Test Executive.  Trace Validation is a 

complex state machine system that processes analyzer traces and 

applies state machine logic to packet sequences to verify 

conformance or compliance to the specifications. 

 

 



 

Specifications and descriptions in this document  

are subject to change without notice. 

© Protocol Insight, LLC 2015 

Revision 1.0, September 23, 2015 
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